
make time to play...
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Based in London and entering our second decade in 
2023, Purling focus on delivering the highest 
standards, quality, and detailing in beautiful games, 
that are made for life and to encourage you to make 
time to play. 

We work with artists and artisans across the globe; 
from chess to playing cards, from backgammon to 
checkers, we have developed a range of beautiful 
products which grace homes, offices, and other 
spaces to provide a social focal point for game play 
and relaxation. We have widened our product 
range and invested in systems and sourcing to lay 
the foundations for the next decade and beyond.

www.purling.com

Purling, Studio 101, Network Hub, 300 Kensal Road, London W10 5BE.  purlingltd

Connect with us:

About us
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In 2022 Purling agreed a three-year sponsorship of 
the training and circuit costs of Zsóka Gaál. She is a 
protége of Judit Polgar the greatest ever woman 
chess player. 

Zsóka is a winner of the Woman International 
Master championship in 2021, aged just 14 years old, 
and the Online World Championship (Girls u14) 
the same year. Zsóka plays in tournaments across 
the world and is achieving a well-deserved reputation 
as a respected opponent and certainly ‘one to watch’ 
in chess. Through our relationship together Zsóka has 
become the first Purling Chess Ambassador.

Zsóka Gaál
Chess Ambassador
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Craftmanship
We work closely with artisan craftsman across 
the globe, ensuring all Purling products are 
lovingly brought to life with meticulous focus 
and attention to detail. 
 

Featured: Crafting of The Queen’s Platinum Jubilee 
chess board, in English Walnut ansd Sycamore – 

Hand Made in England.
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HERITAGE

Elegant and timeless 
for that classical touch

Each piece is carved from hardwoods – 
Ebony or Boxwood, in Staunton inspired design, 
featuring the unique Purling Knight design.
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HERITAGE 
Heritage Chess Set - 
Maple Board

COLOUR Black/Natural

PIECES

Each chess piece is crafted from Ebony or 
Boxwood in Staunton inspired design featuring 
Purling’s unique Knight design. Italian Napa 
leather base felts, featuring the Purling logo 
embossed in 18 carat gold. Height between 5cm 
& 10cm.

BOARD Classic Maple chess board 
44cm x 44cm 

PACKAGING Purling branded luxury packaging

PRODUCT CODE Purl 1

HERITAGE

Specifications
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Heritage Chess Set - 
Maple/Poplar Board

COLOUR Black/Natural

PIECES

Each chess piece is crafted from Ebony or 
Boxwood in Staunton inspired design featuring 
Purling’s unique Knight design.  Italian Napa 
leather base felts, featuring the Purling logo 
embossed in 18 carat gold. Height between 
5cm & 10cm.

BOARD Maple & Black dyed Poplar chess board 
55cm x 55cm x 1cm 

PACKAGING Purling branded luxury packaging  

PRODUCT CODE Purl 2

HERITAGE

Specifications
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COLOUR Brown/Natural/Platinum

PIECES

Staunton inspired design featuring Purling’s unique Knight design. Hand cast in brass and plated in 
black & silver 18 carat Rhodium. Set also features two x Purling Bold series Queens. All pieces feature 
Purling Italian Napa leather base felts with logo embossed in 18 carat gold. Made in England. 
Customised options available upon request.

BOARD

Hand carved and joined in England from English Walnut & Sycamore. The Playing surface features a 
plaque with The Purling Crown logo. Playing surface measurement 44cm x 44cm. total 55cm x 55cm x 
2.5cm. Frame - English Walnut with innovative opening at base to allow the natural timbers to breathe 
creating a slight floating illusion. 
Customised options available upon request.

PACKAGING
English Oak trunk, hand made in England, with locking mechanism in brushed stainless steel. Featuring 
a brushed steel plaque with unique serial number and the Queens Platinum Jubilee and Purling Crown 
logos. Measures approx 60cm x 60cm. Total product weight approx 40kg

PRODUCT CODE Purl 19

The Queens 
Platinum Jubilee 
Chess Set

HERITAGE

Hand made in England (Limited edition). 
Customised options available upon request
(Made to order)

Specifications
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Classic with 
a twist

STONE CHESS
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COLOUR Black & White / Red & Black

PIECES

Italian Alabaster stone, machined and dyed over 
several days, polish and lacquered. Italian Napa 
leather base felts featuring the Purling logo 
embossed in 18 carat gold.

BOARD
Italian Alabaster stone, machined and dyed over 
several days, hand joned, polished and lacquered. 
Measures 34cm x 34cm x 1cm.

PACKAGING Purling branded luxury packaging  

PRODUCT CODE Purl 3

STONE CHESS

Alabaster Stone 
Chess Set 

Specifications
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BOLD CHESS

Hand-painted, finished and assembled in London, England. 
Choose any combination of lacquer colours for your pieces 
to match your interior design, company’s branding or team’s 
jersey. 

Our luxury hardwood pieces are produced to a high standard 
and coated with two layers of base-coat primer, painted with 
two coats of high-gloss paint and finished with two coats of 
lacquer, to produce a deep glossy and durable finish for added 
protection.

Unite classic 
with 
contemporary
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Featured: BlacK and Bright White Bold 
Set with large Alabaster Stone Board
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COLOUR 

Metallic Black, Artic Grey, Coral, Peacock, Forest 
Green, Gold, Red, White, Purling Purple, Paynes 
Grey, Viva Magenta, Wine Red, Rainy Garden, 
Skylight, Summer Song

PIECES

Machine turned and hand carved Boxwood, 
inspired by traditional Staunton design and 
featuring Purling’s unique Knight design. painted 
with two layers of high gloss paint, two layers of 
crystal-clear lacquer. Italian Napa leather base 
felts Purling logo embossed 18 carat gold. 
Height between 5cm & 10cm. 

BOARD Classic Maple chess board 44cm x 44cm x 1cm.

PACKAGING Purling luxury branded packaging  

PRODUCT CODE Purl 4

Bold Chess Set 
(Signature colours) 
With Maple Chess Board

BOLD

Specifications
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Bold Chess Set 

COLOUR

Metallic Black, Artic Grey, Coral, Peacock, Forest 
Green, Gold, Red, White, Purling Purple, Paynes 
Grey, Viva Magenta, Wine Red, Rainy Garden, 
Skylight, Summer Song

PIECES

Staunton inspired design, with Purling unique 
Knight design. Hand turned & carved Boxwood 
pieces. 
Each piece receives two layers of base coat 
primer, two layers of high gloss paint and two 
layers of crystal-clear lacquer and completed 
with an Italian Napa leather base felt featuring 
the Purling logo embossed in 18 carat gold.
Height between 5cm & 10cm.

BOARD Maple & Black dyed Poplar chess board 
55cm x 55cm x 1cm.

PACKAGING Purling branded luxury packaging  

PRODUCT CODE Purl 5

With Maple/Poplar Chess Board

BOLD

Specifications

(Signature colours)
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COLOUR Peacock/Surf The Web Blue

PIECES

Machine turned and hand carved Boxwood, 
inspired by traditional Staunton design and 
featuring Purling’s unique Knight design.
Each piece receives two layers of base coat 
primer, two layers of high gloss paint in Zoka’s 
chosen colours  - Peacock and Surf the Web 
blue and two layers of crystal-clear lacquer and 
completed with an Italian Napa leather base felt 
featuring the Purling logo embossed In 18 carat 
gold. 
Height between 5cm & 10cm.

BOARD Maple & Black dyed Poplar chess board 
55cm x 55cm x 1cm.

PACKAGING Purling branded luxury packaging  

PRODUCT CODE Purl 6

Zsóka Gaál 
Bold Chess Set 

Zsóka is a Hungarian chess player who achieved the 
title of Woman International Master (WIM) at the age 
of 14 years & 2 months in 2021 and also won the Online 
World Championship, in the Girls under 14 category, 
during the same year.

Zsóka was appointed as Purling’s first Brand 
Ambassador in 2022.

Specifications

With Maple/Poplar Chess Board.

BOLD

(Surf The Web Blue & Peacock Blue)
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Featured: Purling Bold Chess Set with 
large Alabaster Stone Board.
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New colour additions to our Bold range, offer the same 
quality, attention to detail & craftsmanship. Purling 
Purple is one of our brand Signature colours & available 
to order with any opposing colour combination.

Purling Purple & White Bold Chess Set, with Black & 
White Alabaster Stone Board

COLOUR 

Metallic Black, Artic Grey, Coral, Peacock, Forest 
Green, Gold, Red, White, Purling Purple, Paynes 
Grey, Viva Magenta, Wine Red, Rainy Garden, 
Skylight, Summer Song

PIECES

Machine turned and hand carved Boxwood, 
inspired by traditional Staunton design and 
featuring Purling’s unique Knight design. 
Each piece receives two layers of base coat 
primer, two layers of high gloss paint and two 
layers of crystal-clear lacquer and completed 
with an Italian Napa leather base felt featuring 
the Purling logo embossed in 18 carat gold.
Height between 5cm & 10cm.

BOARD Maple & Black dyed Poplar chess board 
55cm x 55cm x 1cm.

PACKAGING Purling branded luxury packaging  

PRODUCT CODE Purl 7

Bold Chess Set 
(Signature Colours) 

BOLD

With large Alabaster Stone Board

Specifications
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COLOUR Purple/Platinum

PIECES

Machine turned and hand carved Boxwood, 
inspired by traditional Staunton design and 
featuring Purling’s unique Knight design. Each 
piece receives two layers of base coat primer, two 
layers of high gloss paint in Purple & Platinum 
and two layers of crystal-clear lacquer and 
completed with an Italian Napa leather base felt 
featuring the Purling logo embossed In 18 carat 
gold.
Height between 5cm & 10cm.

BOARD

Italian Alabaster stone, machined and dyed over 
several days, hand joned, polished and lacquered. 
Measures 44cm x 44cm x 1cm.

PACKAGING Purling branded luxury packaging  

PRODUCT CODE Purl 8

BOLD

With large Alabaster Stone Chess Board

Specifications

Jubilee Bold 
Chess Set 
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COLOUR Delphinium Blue/Light Gold

PIECES

Machine turned and hand carved Boxwood, 
inspired by traditional Staunton design and 
featuring Purling’s unique Knight 
design. Each piece receives two layers of base 
coat primer, two layers of high gloss paint in 
Light Gold &  Delphinium Blue and two layers 
of crystal-clear lacquer and completed with an 
Italian Napa leather base felt featuring the 
Purling logo embossed In 18 carat gold.
Height between 5cm & 10cm.

BOARD

Italian Alabaster stone, machined and dyed over 
several days, hand joned, polished and lacquered. 
Measures 44cm x 44cm x 1cm.

PACKAGING Purling branded luxury packaging  

PRODUCT CODE Purl 21

King Charles III 
Coronation Chess Set 

BOLD

Specifications

With large Italian Alabaster Stone Board
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COLOUR Purple/White

PIECES

Machine turned and hand carved Boxwood, 
inspired by traditional Staunton design and 
featuring Purling’s unique Knight design. Each 
piece receives two layers of base coat primer, two 
layers of high gloss paint in Purple & White and 
two layers of crystal-clear lacquer and completed 
with an Italian Napa leather base felt featuring 
the Purling logo embossed in 18 carat gold.
Height between 5cm & 10cm.

BOARD

Printed & Painted Plywood board, featuring the 
Purling logo, printed in Purple & White and 
features the Purling logo on the playing surface.
Measures 55cm x 55cm.
Customisations upon request.
  

PACKAGING Purling branded luxury packaging  

PRODUCT CODE Purl 9

Purling Signature 
Bold Chess Set 

BOLD

Specifications
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Featured : Hambledon  
Bespoke Bold Chess Set

In 2022, Purling was chosen by Hambledon Vineyard 
to collaborate and produce a bespoke Bold chess set, 
to celebrate its 70th Anniversary.

The chess set is created from Purling’s Bold series in 
Hambledon house colours - Chalk White & Storm Blue 
and features the Hambledon logo on the chess board.

Founded in 1952, Hambledon Vineyard - located in 
Hampshire, is England’s oldest commercial vineyard 
and produces award winning wines.
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Featured : Hambledon  
Bespoke Bold Chess Set

Choose from any Purling chess piece colours to 
match the colour scheme or design of your desire. 
Please contact info@purling.com for more details.

Customise
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BOLD BESPOKE

The Bold 
difference
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Featured: Purling Bold Chess 
Set Payne’s Grey &White
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COLOUR choose any combination of paint colours.

PIECES

Machine turned and hand carved Boxwood, 
inspired by traditional Staunton design and 
featuring Purling’s unique Knight design.
Each piece receives two layers of base coat 
primer, two layers of high gloss paint and two 
layers of crystal-clear lacquer and completed 
with an Italian Napa leather base felt featuring 
the Purling logo embossed in 18 carat gold.
Height between 5cm & 10cm Customisations 
available, painting by a Purling artist and 
signature base felts.

BOARD Classic Maple chess board 44cm x 44cm x 1cm.
Customisations available 

PACKAGING Purling branded luxury packaging  

PRODUCT CODE Purl 21

Bold Bespoke 
Chess Set 

BOLD

Choose from 1000’s of colours
(Made to order, 8-10 weeks)

Specifications
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Choose from Purling signature colours 
below, or select your own colour, we can 
match to thousands of pantone colours 
and create your own unique designs.
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PAYNE’S GREY

RAINY GARDEN

FOREST GREEN CORAL 

BLACK

SKYLIGHT

VIVA MAGENTA PEACOCK BLUE

SURF THE WEBCHINESE RED

SUMMER SONG PURLING PURPLE

Colours



Midnight Match
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COLOUR Black/Black 

PIECES

Staunton inspired design featuring Purling’s unique Knight design, 
hand-turned and carved in Boxwood. Both sides of the pieces are 
coated with two layers of base-coat primer, with one side receiving 
two layers of high-gloss paint, finished with two layers of 
crystal-clear lacquer and the opposing side coated with two layers 
of toughened matt paint to produce a wonderful silky finish, Triple 
weighted and completed with an Italian Napa leather base felt 
featuring the Purling logo embossed in 18 carat gold. 
Height between 5cm & 10cm.    

BOARD

Birchwood Ply measuring 55cm x 55cm. Created using a mix of 
specialist paints, incorporating up to eight layers of painting & 
polishing by hand to produce the most exquisite finish which con-
veys a most dramatic and amazing aesthetic.   
 

PACKAGING Purling branded luxury packaging  

PRODUCT CODE Purl 50

Specifications

Midnight Match
Black / Black 

PURLING SIGNATURE

Envisioned by Purling Creative Director – Gosia Łapsa-Malawska, 
Midnight Match is inspired by both the work ‘In Praise of Shadows’ 
by YunichiroTanizaki - considered to be one of the most prominent 
figures in modern Japanese literature and Vantablack – ‘The Blackest 
of Blacks’ by Anish Kapoor – the world famous British Indian Artist. 
A fusion of matt & gloss black exudes a seamless, striking, and bold 
ultra statement of luxury with clean lines of liquidity, mesmerising the 
beholder with its deep, dark velvetiness of desire and power. Wherever 
played or admired, Midnight Match offers an immersive experience, a 
world where the shades and shadows play their own game passionately 
and the chess game comes to life. 
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COLOUR Black/Gold 

PIECES

Staunton inspired design featuring Purling’s unique 
Knight design, hand-turned and carved in Boxwood. Both 
sides of the pieces are coated with two layers of base-coat 
primer, with one side receiving two layers of high-gloss 
paint, finished with two layers of crystal-clear lacquer and 
the opposing side coated with two layers of toughened 
matt paint to produce a wonderful silky finish, Triple 
weighted and completed with an Italian Napa leather base 
felt featuring the Purling logo embossed in 18 carat gold. 
Height between 5cm & 10cm.   

BOARD

Birchwood Ply measuring 55cm x 55cm. Created using a 
mix of specialist paints, incorporating up to eight layers 
of painting & polishing by hand to produce the most 
exquisite finish which conveys a most dramatic and 
amazing aesthetic.    

PACKAGING Purling branded luxury packaging  

OTHER OPTIONS 

Midnight Match with Gold is also available to order with 
chess pieces crafted in plated or solid precious metals. 
   
Contact -  info@purling.com for more details.  
  

PRODUCT CODE Purl 51

Specifications

Midnight Match
 Gold 

PURLING SIGNATURE
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ART EDITIONS

Featured: Sickboy (Editions) 
- Table of Contents Chess Set

Recreations of 
original works by 
Purling artists

Utilising the original designs digitally printed onto chess 
boards and paired with Purling Bold or Heritage chess 
pieces to create the unique look of the artist and made 
available at accessible prices.

Art Editions chess sets are available in limited numbers.
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COLOUR Multi

PIECES

Editions - Sickboy, recreated from Sickboy’s 
original work - Table of Contents. Printed and 
hand finshed chess board, featuring Sickboy’s 
surreal and abstract street art style and paired 
with Purling Bold hardwood painted chess pieces 
in Boxwood, finished with Italian Napa leather 
base felts, featuring the Purling logo embossed in 
18 carat gold. The board measures 55cm x 55cm x 
1cm and the pieces between 5cm and 10cm high.

BOARD
Sickboy - Table of Contents printed & hand 
finished plywood board, measuring 55cm x 55cm 
x 1cm

PACKAGING Purling branded luxury packaging  

PRODUCT CODE Purl 17

Sickboy - Table of 
Contents Chess Set 

ART EDITIONS

Specifications
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Leonardo Frigo -
Untitled III Chess Set  
                                                                                     

COLOUR Black/Natural

PIECES

Editions - Leonardo Frigo, recreated from 
Leonardo's original work - Untitled III. 
Printed and hand finshed chess board, featuring 
Leonardo's inimitable pen and ink style and 
paired with Purling Heritage hardwood chess 
pieces in Ebony and Boxwood, finished with 
Italian Napa leather base felts, featuring the 
Purling logo embossed in 18 carat gold. 
The board measures 55cm x 55cm x 1cm and 
the pieces between 5cm and 10cm high.

BOARD
Leonardo Frigo - Untitled III printed & hand 
finished plywood board, 
measuring 55cm x 55cm x 1cm

PACKAGING Purling branded luxury packaging  

PRODUCT CODE Purl 16

ART EDITIONS

Specifications
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COLOUR Pink/Blue

PIECES

Editions - Zizi Donohoe, recreated from Zizi’s 
original work - Clouds and Marble. Printed and 
hand finshed in colours soft salmon pink and mid 
sky blue and paired with Purling Bold hardwood 
painted chess pieces in Boxwood, finished with 
Italian Napa leather base felts, featuring the 
Purling logo embossed in 18 carat gold. 
The board measures 55cm x 55cm x 1cm and 
the pieces between 5cm and 10cm high.

BOARD
Zizi Donohoe - Clouds and Marble printed & 
hand finished plywood board, measuring 55cm x 
55cm x 1cm

PACKAGING Purling branded luxury packaging  

PRODUCT CODE Purl 18

Zizi Donohoe - Clouds 
and Marble Chess Set 

ART EDITIONS

Specifications
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ART EDITIONS

COLOUR Grey/Natural/Pastels/Black/Purple/Blue 
 

PIECES

Chess painted Boxwood checkers pieces, 
hand-painted and digitally printed.   
measure aprox 3cm diameter.  

BOARD
Birchwood Ply, digitally printed, hand-painted 
and finished, measuring 50cm x 50cm x 1cm.  
Frame on reverse.    

PACKAGING Purling branded luxury packaging  

PRODUCT CODE Purl 40

Specifications

Editions - Rob McCarthy, recreated from Rob’s original work - Pondus - Dig-
itally printed, hand-painted and hand finished, containing a metal plate be-
neath the playing surface. The chess/checkers pieces  are carved Boxwood, 
hand painted, digitally printed and contain magnetic inserts  are completed 
with an Italian Napa leather base felt featuring the Purling logo embossed in 
18 carat gold. The board can be displayed for play on a table top or hung on 
a wall via a connected frame on the reverse. 

Rob McCarthy - Pondus 
Magnetic Chess   
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ART EDITIONS

Daniel Caesar - Spergy 
chess set

COLOUR Grey/Natural wood  

PIECES

Specially formulated concrete/resin mix, created from 
sieved and graded English grantie and eco-friendly resin. 
Hand-crafted to Daniel Caesar design. Features Purling 
Napa leather base felts.    

BOARD

Base - Sustainable European Birchwood Ply. 
Hand-crafted to Daniel Caesar/Purling design. The Playing 
Area - Specially formulated concrete/resin mix, created 
from sieved and graded English granite and eco-friendly 
resin. The playing surface is positioned to create a slightly 
raised step above the base board.The base measure 41cm 
x 41cm x 1cm and features a steel plaque on the reverse of 
the board  featuring both Daniel Caesar & Purling logo’s 
and a unique Spergy serial number.  
 

PACKAGING Purling branded luxury packaging  

PRODUCT CODE Purl  41

Specifications

‘In a game that I love so much, I wanted to bring my own aesthetics to it. 
Using simple and familiar materials felt right for a game that is simple 
in it’s nature, but infinitely complex in play’. 
                                                                                                          Daniel Caesar

Reflecting Daniel’s love for the raw industrial design aesthetic and his 
deep passion for the game of chess from an early age, ‘Spergy’ is a modern 
interpretation of the classic chess set. Designed by Daniel Caesar - Grammy 
award-winning and Billboard No.1 music star in collaboration with Purling, 
‘Spergy’ is a limited-edition of 150 chess sets handcrafted in England.
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Featured: Khamama Morpho Chess Set

ART CHESS

One of One 
Original Chess Sets
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Featured: Leonardo Frigo, 
Untitled III Chess Set



Featured: Carne Griffiths, Water,
 Air, Earth & Fire Chess Set

A unique marriage or artistic expression and the passion 
of game – Purling Art Chess.

We collaborate with national and international artists 
to create beautiful one off pieces that are as much 
a statement of art as a playable game. Each piece is 
unique and represents an expression of the artist eye 
and reflection of their chosen subject.

We can create your own piece of unique Art chess via 
our Bespoke service (please contact info@purling.com 
for more details). Our Editions chess sets take inspiration 
from original art pieces for Purling, re-creating the chess 
board and pairing with Purling Bold chess pieces in 
co-ordinating colours, featuring Italian Napa leather base 
felts, with the Purling logo embossed in 18 carat gold.

Create the ultimate 
Purling statement
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Featured: Sophie Matisse, 
Alice in Wonderland Chess set



Featured: Gosia Łapsa-Malawska 
Secret Garden
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CHECKERS

Produced to Purling’s design requirements, each piece is 
unique, featuring its own characteristics formed from within 
the natural veining and salt crystals found within the base 
rock.

The pieces are dyed over several days to form a rich depth 
of colour, before polishing and varnishing to produce a 
wonderful lustre.

Hand finished in London with our Italian Napa leather base 
felts, featuring the Purling logo embossed in 18 carat gold, 
our stone checkers are presented in Purling branded luxury 
packaging, and can be paired with either our large stone 
or wooden chess boards.
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COLOUR Black & White/Black & Red/Red & White

PIECES
Italian Alabaster stone. Italian Napa leather base 
felts featuring the Purling logo embossed in 18 
carat gold.

PACKAGING Purling branded luxury packaging  

PRODUCT CODE Purl 10

Alabaster Stone Checkers 
(Coins only)

CHECKERS

Specifications
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COLOUR Black&White/Black&Red/Red&White

PIECES

Italian Alabaster stone, machined and dyed 
over several days, polish and lacquered. 
Purling Italian Napa leather base felts logo 
embossed in 18 carat gold.

BOARD Classic Maple chess board 44cm x 44cm x 
1cm.  

PACKAGING Purling luxury branded packaging 
 

PRODUCT CODE Purl 11

Specifications

CHECKERS

Alabaster Stone 
Checkers Maple Board 
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Alabaster Stone Checkers 
Maple/Poplar Board 

COLOUR Black&White/Black&Red/Red&White

PIECES
Italian Alabaster stone. Italian Napa leather base 
felts featuring the Purling logo embossed in 18 
carat gold.

BOARD Maple & Black dyed Poplar chess board 
55cm x 55cm x 1cm.  

PACKAGING Purling branded luxury packaging  

PRODUCT CODE Purl 12

CHECKERS

Specifications
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PLAYING CARDS

Make a statement 
and declare your hand

COLOUR Multi

PIECES
Purling unique designed court & numbered 
cards, printed on slimline textured linen/paper 
card

PACKAGING Purling branded luxury packaging  

PRODUCT CODE Purl 13

The Roaring 20’s 
Playing Cards 
(Single Deck)

Specifications
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Depicting a bygone age - The Roaring 20’s our 
new playing cards for 2023, feature a modern 
twist on a time where optimism, new adventures, 
new opportunities and the pursuit of pleasure 
were the tickets to a brave new world.

Printed on linen slim line textured card, the 
designs are unique to Purling and feature our 
custom positioned number cards and reimagined 
and jovial interpreted court cards, producing a 
distinctly conversational product with an air of 
luxury and sophisticated point of difference.

Presented in Purling branded luxury packaging, 
whether a card player or collector, Purling’s 
Roaring 20’s playing cards are a must have 
addition to your collection and make the perfect 
gift (also available as twin deck). Playing cards 
and Purling branded boxes are FCS certified.



COLOUR Multi

PIECES
Purling unique designed court & numbered 
cards, printed on slimline textured linen/paper 
card

PACKAGING Purling luxury branded packaging  

PRODUCT CODE Purl 14

The Roaring 20’s 
Playing Cards 
(Twin Deck)

Specifications
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BESPOKE CARDS

We can work with you to create your own unique playing cards. 
From design to production, using the finest quality materials, 
including gilt foiling & printing. With precision colour detail, 
paper qualities and varnishes of your choice, to give a luxury 
hand feel & premium stand out product.

The Purling logo embossed in 18 carat gold.
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COLOUR Black, White, Red, Gold

PIECES

Staunton inspired design, Hand turned & carved 
Boxwood pieces. Painted & lacquered with a 6 
layer process in London and Purling Italian Napa 
leather base felts logo embossed 18 carat gold. 
Height between 8cm & 10cm.

PACKAGING Purling branded luxury packaging  

PRODUCT CODE Purl 15

Wedding Pair 

Specifications

CHESS PIECES

King & Queen/King & King/Queen & Queen

The perfect gift for The Perfect Match of Love.
Celebrate the happy couple on their special day 
and gift King & Queen, King & King or Queen & Queen.
Exquisite pieces from Purling Bold Series convey 
a Bold statement of Love.

Available to order in colours - Gold, Black, White, 
Purple & Red. (King Height 4”/10.2cm, Queen Height 
3.7”/9.4cm)

Also available to order - Baby Pawn, as new 
additions join the growing family.
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COLOUR Winter Red/Forest Green/Purple/White

PIECES

Staunton inspired design, Hand turned & carved 
Boxwood pieces. Painted & lacquered with a 6 
layer process in London and Purling Italian 
Napa leather base felts logo embossed 18 carat 
gold, Purling logo printed Purple ribbon. Height 
between 7cm & 10cm.

PACKAGING Purling branded luxury packaging  

PRODUCT CODE Purl 20

Christmas Decorations

Specifications

GIFTS
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Purling Bold Christmas chess pieces are the ideal 
Christmas decor complement & gift for the chess 
enthusiast. Hand turned and carved in Boxwood by 
our artisan craftsman, the pieces are finished by 
hand in London to the same exacting standards as 
our Bold chess ranges and are finished with our 
Italian Napa leather base felt, featuring the Purling 
logo embossed in 18 carat gold. Set includes – One 
King, one Queen and two Purling unique design 
Knights. 

Available in colours: Winter White, Purling Purple, 
Forest Green and Winter Red.

Christmas chess pieces are presented in Purling 
luxury branded packaging.

Set of 4 (King, Queen, Knight, Knight)
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Index
SKU 1     Heritage Chess Set, Maple board 44cm x 44cm
SKU 2     Heritage Chess Set Maple/Poplar board 55cm x 55cm
SKU 19   The Queens Platinum Jubilee Chess Set - Hand made in England (Limited edition)  
SKU 3     Alabaster Stone Chess Set 34cm x 34cm board
SKU 4     Purling Bold Chess Set, Signature colours, Maple board 44cm x 44cm
SKU 5     Purling Bold Chess Set, Signature colours, Maple/Poplar board 55cm x 55cm
SKU 6     Zsoka Gaal Chess Set, Maple/Poplar board 55cm x 55cm
SKU 7     Purling Bold Chess Set, Signature colours, Alabaster Stone board Black & White 44cm x 44cm
SKU 8     Bold Jubilee Chess Set, Italian Alabaster Stone Board Black & White 44cm x 44cm
SKU 20  King Charles III Coronation Set, Italian Alabaster Stone Board Black & White 44cm x 44cm
SKU 9     Purling Signature Bold Chess set - Purling Printed Board 55cmx55cm
SKU 21   Bold Bespoke Chess Set - Customised options available upon request
SKU 50   Midnigh Match 
SKU 51   Midnight Match with Gold
SKU 17   Sickboy (Editions) - Table of Contents chess set  
SKU 16   Leonardo Frigo (Editions) - Untitled III chess set                                                                                                                                         
SKU 18   Zizi Donohoe (Editions) - Clouds and Marble chess set  
SKU 40  Rob McCarthy (Editions) - Pondus - Magnetic chess set   
SKU 41   Daniel Caesar (Editions) - Spergy chess set                                                                       
SKU10    Alabaster Stone Checkers (Coins only)
SKU 11    Alabaster Stone Checkers Maple Board 44cm x 44cm
SKU 12   Alabaster Stone Checkers Maple/Poplar Board 55cm x 55cm

www.purling.com

Contact details:
info@purling.com
sales@purling.com

You can call us on:
020 3290 6201

Purling, Studio 101, Network Hub, 300 Kensal Road, 
London W10 5BE.

 purlingltd

Connect with us:
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